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My background:

Human-Chatbot Interaction
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How to design chatbots?
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My background:

SINTEF, HCI group

Psychology (!?!)
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Interaction with
AI – module 2

Interaction design

Four sessions

The user and 
interaction design 

perspective

Asbjørn Følstad

The machine learning
perspective

Morten Goodwin

August 29

October 10

October 17

October 24
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Building on and extending the individual 
assignment in Module 1. Startup when 
Module 1 is completed – finish October 25)

Individual
assignment

Group 
assignment

Building on and extending the group 
assignment in Module 1. Startup when 
Module 1 is completed – finish October 25)

+ Task on user and interaction design 
perspective (startup today – finish September 
5, include in mid-term report as Appendix 1)

+ Task on machine learning perspective 
(startup Oct. 10 – finish Oct. 17, include in 
mid-term report as Appendix 2)

Module 2
Mid-term report
(Oct. 25)
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Agenda today

Interacting with AI – an overview

User-centred design of AI

Chatbots – interacting with AI in natural
language

1

2

3
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Interaction with AI - overview
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AI?
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AI?
Artificial super
intelligence

Artificial general
intelligence

Artificial narrow
intelligence

Noessel, C. (2017). Designing 
Agentive technology: AI that works 

for people. Rosenfeld Media.
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Artificial super
intelligence

Artificial general
intelligence

Artificial narrow
intelligence

Noessel, C. (2017). Designing 
Agentive technology: AI that works 

for people. Rosenfeld Media.

Person of Interest (2011 - 2016)
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Artificial super
intelligence

Artificial general
intelligence

Artificial narrow
intelligence

Noessel, C. (2017). Designing 
Agentive technology: AI that works 

for people. Rosenfeld Media.

Ex Machina (2014)
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Artificial super
intelligence

Artificial general
intelligence

Artificial narrow
intelligence

Noessel, C. (2017). Designing 
Agentive technology: AI that works 

for people. Rosenfeld Media.

Interaction with AI, and 
designing for interactions
with AI, concerns artificial
narrow intelligence
(narrow AI)
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Interaction with AI, and 
designing for interactions
with AI, concerns artificial
narrow intelligence
(narrow AI)

Need to know:

• Characteristics of narrow AI

• Opportunities and limitations of 
narrow AI

… from now on, when talking about AI 
we mean narrow AI
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AI with recent advances
due to progress in 
machine learning

Artificial
intelligence

Machine 
learning

Deep 
learning
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AI with recent advances
due to progress in 
machine learning

Two drivers:

Large datasets

Computational power
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AI with recent advances
due to progress in 
machine learning

An understanding of 
recent AI systems may
be:

Computer systems 
learning and improving
on the basis of large data 
sources
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AI with recent advances
due to progress in 
machine learning
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AI with incredible
advances due to progress 
in machine learning

Second machine age
• Phase 1: Computers drives 

productivity
• Phase 2: Computers can do work we

never thought of as programmed or 
routine

Michael Polanyi on tacit knowledge -
“We know more than we can tell.” 
(Polanyis paradox)

Computers now taking on tasks 
reflecting Polanyis paradox

The board game Go paramount 
example
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AI with incredible
advances due to progress 
in machine learning
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Bjørkeng, P. K. (2018). Kunstig intelligens 
– den usynlige revolusjonen. Vega. 

De fleste datasett som kan brukes til å 
trene dype nett til å bli gode på en eller 
annen funksjon, er kjempestore.

[…] 

Et nytt triks som mange bedrifter nå 
bruker, er å først designe en tjeneste som 
mange brukere vil ha. […] Gjennom 
bruken av tjenesten gir brukerne fra seg 
verdifulle data som igjen brukes til å trene 
nett for å gi brukerne nye funksjoner de 
setter pris på.
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Bjørkeng, P. K. (2018). Kunstig intelligens 
– den usynlige revolusjonen. Vega. 

En datafelle er begrepet som brukes om 
Teslas særegne tilnærming til 
datainnsamling. 

Google-eier Alphabet og deres selskap 
Waymohar nå brukt ti år bare på å samle 
inn data om mange nok ulike 
trafikksituasjoner. (menneskelige sjåfører 
i selvkjørende biler klare til å ta over)

Elon Musk og Tesla hadde slett ikke 10 år 
til overs. I stedet etablerte de en datafelle. 
[…] Her eneste nye Tesla-eier er nå med i 
dette gigantiske datainnsamlings-
prosjektet (shadowmode)
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"Systems that have features 
harnessing AI capabilities that are 
directly exposed to the end user."

AI-infused
systems 

Amershi, S., Weld, D., Vorvoreanu, M., Fourney, A., Nushi, B., 
Collisson, P., ... & Teevan, J. (2019). Guidelines for human-AI 
interaction. In Proceedings of the 2019 CHI Conference on 
Human Factors in Computing Systems (paper no. 3). ACM.
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AI-infused
systems 

- favourite
examples?
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VS.

Characteristics of AI-infused systems
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VS.

Learning |     Improving |    Black box |   Fuelled by large data sets

Dynamic Mistakes inevitable Data gathering through interactionOpaque
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User-centred design of AI
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Why human-centred
design of AI?

• Addressing a real human need
• Guiding the intelligence (consider

human expertise)
• Building trust

https://design.google/library/ux-ai/

https://design.google/library/ux-ai/
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Guidelines for 
Human-AI 
Interaction



https://aidemos.microsoft.com/guidelines-for-human-ai-interaction/demo

https://aidemos.microsoft.com/guidelines-for-human-ai-interaction/demo


Learning |     Improving |    Black box |   Fuelled by large data sets

32

Learning system - design 
for change

• M1: make clear what
the system can do

• M2: make clear how
well the system can
do what it can do

• Explain dynamic
character (?)
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Mistakes inevitable -
design for uncertainty

• M9: Support 
efficient correction

• M10: Scope services 
when in doubt

Learning |     Improving |    Black box |   Fuelled by large data sets
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Difficult to understand 
and validate output –
design for 
explainability

• M11: Make clear
why the system did
what it did

Learning |     Improving |    Black box |   Fuelled by large data sets
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Data wanted –
design for data capture

• Accommodate
gathering of data 
from users

• … but with concern
for the risk of being
gamed

• Make users benefit
from data

• Privacy by design
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Data wanted –
design for data capture

• Accommodate
gathering of data 
from users

• … but with concern
for the risk of being
gamed

• Make users benefit
from data

• Privacy by design
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/610634/microsofts-neo-

nazi-sexbot-was-a-great-lesson-for-makers-of-ai-assistants/
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Chatbots – interacting with AI

in natural language



One definition of chatbots: 

… machine agents that serve as 

natural language user interfaces

to data and services through 

text or voice. 

Meaning of term evolving

Social chatter              Tasks

54



Different chatbots for 

different purposes

• Customer service

• Content curation and 

eCommerce

• Assistants

• Guides

• Social relations

55
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Different chatbots for 

different purposes

• Customer service

• Content curation and 

eCommerce

• Assistants

• Guides

• Social relations



Chatbots represent 

new interaction design 

challenges

60

• AI-infused systems

• Dialogue as design material

• Predict and guide – not show and 

tell
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Vinyals, O., & Le, Q. (2015). A neural conversational
model. arXiv preprint:1506.05869.

Different types of 

chatbots

• Generative

• Intents and actions

• Scripted
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Chatbot development 

platforms

• DIY

• Platform and assistance
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Group task – for September 5
(Appendix 1 in mid-term report)

Prototype a chatbot for a self-decided
purpose

… using Chatfuel

(… or Dialogflow if you want more 
flexibility and challenge)

Keep it simple and early-phase (4-8 hours
work?)

Make brief (approx 1 minute) video 
capture of dialogue? 

Identify key tasks

Design flows, intents and actions

Decide on purpose

Test and refine
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End 1


